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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Loneliness and social networks have been extensively studied in relation to cognitive impairments,
but how they interact with each other in relation to cognition is still unclear. This study aimed at exploring the
interaction of loneliness and various types of social networks in relation to cognition in older adults.
Design: a cross-sectional study.
Setting: face-to-face interview.
Participants: 497 older adults with normal global cognition were interviewed.
Measurements: Loneliness was assessed with Chinese 6-item De Jong Gierverg’s Loneliness Scale. Conﬁding
network was deﬁned as people who could share inner feelings with, whereas non-conﬁding network was
computed by subtracting the conﬁding network from the total network size. Cognitive performance was
expressed as a global composite z-score of Cantonese version of mini mental state examination (CMMSE),
Categorical verbal ﬂuency test (CVFT) and delayed recall. Linear regression was used to test the main effects of
loneliness and the size of various networks, and their interaction on cognitive performance with the adjustment
of sociodemographic, physical and psychological confounders.
Results: Signiﬁcant interaction was found between loneliness and non-conﬁding network on cognitive performance (B = .002, β = .092, t = 2.099, p = .036). Further analysis showed a signiﬁcant interaction between
loneliness and the number of family members in non-conﬁding network on cognition (B = .021, β = .119,
t = 2.775, p = .006).
Conclusions: Results suggested that a non-conﬁding relationship with family members might put lonely older
adults at risk of cognitive impairment. Our study might have implications on designing psychosocial
intervention for those who are vulnerable to loneliness as an early prevention of neurocognitive impairments.
Key words: loneliness, social network, close tie, family estrangement, conﬁdante relationships, cognitive impairment, dementia, older adults

Introduction
Loneliness has been deﬁned as “unpleasant experience that occurs when a person’s network of social
relations is deﬁcient in some important way, either
quantitatively or qualitatively” (Perlman and Peplau,
1981). The phenomenon is common in old age and
also on the rise (Luo and Waite, 2014). In Western
countries, 20% to 40% of older adults reported
feeling lonely (Savikko et al., 2005). In China, the
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prevalence of loneliness has increased from 16%
to 30% from 1992 to 2000, due to the increasing
“empty-nested” phenomenon (Yang and Victor,
2008). Loneliness was reported to be associated
with negative cognitive outcomes in older adults.
Lonely individuals were found to be 2.1 times more
likely to develop an Alzheimer’s disease-like dementia syndrome than were those who were less lonely
(Wilson et al., 2007). Longitudinal studies showed
that loneliness was predictive of subsequent cognitive decline in older people with no cognitive impairment even 10 years later (Shankar et al., 2013;
Tilvis et al., 2004; Zhong et al., 2017). These studies
suggested that loneliness is not only an emotional
response, but might also be a mediating factor of
neurodegenerative disease.
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When studying loneliness, it is important to take
the social network into account. However, earlier
studies focused on distinct aspects of a social network. There was no agreement on how a social
network should be investigated. While much of the
researches focused on the association between social
network size and cognitive decline, some interested in
the beneﬁcial effect of staying socially active later in
life on preserving cognitive function (Bennett et al.,
2006; Crooks et al., 2008; Pillai and Verghese, 2009).
Recent studies yet investigated the protective effect of
a conﬁding relationship on cognitive preservation in
old age (Bickel and Cooper, 1994; Håkansson et al.,
2009; Yeh and Liu, 2003; Yoshitake et al., 1995). Due
to heterogeneity in study design and measures, these
results were mixed and difﬁcult to compare.
Although loneliness and a social network are
differentially associated with cognitive impairment,
it is not clear whether their effects are independent
or whether loneliness and a social network mediate
one another to impair cognition. Very few studies
examined loneliness and a social network simultaneously in relation to cognition in old age. Among
those that have, only one study examined the interaction effect of loneliness and social network size on
cognition (McHugh et al., 2016; Steptoe et al., 2013;
Tilvis et al., 2004). Even less that examined interaction between loneliness and the size of various social
network types on cognition.
The objective of the present study was to examine
the interaction effect of loneliness and the size of
various social network types in relation to cognitive
performance among cognitively healthy Chinese older
adults. More speciﬁcally, we hope to identify which
type of network that might truly interact with loneliness in relation to cognitive impairment. Through
inspecting loneliness and personal network in older
adults, our study could help to extend previous works
to make advice on incorporating psychosocial components to existing cognitive interventions.

a reliable and valid measurement for overall, emotional, and social loneliness that can be used in a
broad age range from 18 to 99 years. The overall
loneliness score ranges from 0 to 12, where 0 means
no loneliness and 12 indicates severe loneliness
(Leung et al., 2008).
Social network size was deﬁned as the total number of people in their network whom the participants
has talked to or visited previously. The social network
was further categorized into two types, conﬁding
network and non-conﬁding network. A conﬁding
network was deﬁned as the total number of people
who could share inner feelings with; whereas a nonconﬁding network was computed by subtracting
people who could share inner feelings from the total
network size. Within each network type, it is further
divided into close ties (family member) and non-close
ties (friend). Close ties may be composed of parents,
spouse, children, and siblings; whereas non-close ties
may include extended relatives, friends, neighbors,
and any contacts through previous workplace or
participating elderly centers.

Design & participants
This cross-sectional study was conducted between
2012 and 2013 in Hong Kong. Participants were
community dwelling older adults aged 60 years or
older with a clinical dementia rating (CDR) of 0
(Morris, 1997). The purpose of the study was explained to all participants, and consents were obtained before the interviews.

Outcome variables
Cognitive performance was assessed with the
Cantonese version of mini mental state examination
(CMMSE) (Chiu et al., 1994); categorical verbal
ﬂuency test (CVFT) (Chiu et al., 1997); and 10minutes delayed recall.
CMMSE is a 30-point scale that examined global
cognitive functioning by evaluating performance in
different cognitive components, including orientation to time, orientation to place, registration, attention and calculation, delayed recall, language, ability
to follow commands, and visuo-spatial perception
(Chiu et al., 1994).
Categorical verbal ﬂuency test (CVFT) is test
of semantic ﬂuency and executive function. Participants were asked to generate as many exemplars as
possible for each of the three semantic categories,
namely animals, fruits, and vegetables, in 60 seconds.
Their responses were recorded, and scoring was
based on the total number of words that the participant was able to produce across all three categories
(Chiu et al., 1997).
Word list learning and a 10-minute delayed recall
is a test for episodic memory using the ﬁrst part of
the ADAS-Cog word list. It contains 10 words that
have no semantic association presented over three
acquisition trials. Then, without additional presentation, participants were required to free recall the
10 words after 10-minute delayed interval.

Measurements
Loneliness was assessed by means of the Chinese
6-item De Jong Gierverg’s Loneliness Scale. It is

Potential confounders
Diagnosis of depression was based on the use of the
Tenth Revision of the International Classiﬁcation

Methods
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of Diseases of the World Health Organization
(ICD-10) diagnostic criteria generated by the Revised
Clinical Interview Schedule (CIS-R). It consists of
14 sections of psychological symptoms. Symptom
scores are calculated for each section. A total score
is generated by summation of the section scores.
It generated diagnosis of common mental disorders,
including depressive disorder; generalized anxiety disorders; mixed anxiety and depressive disorder; other
anxiety disorders; and comorbid mood disorders;
according to the ICD-10 (Lewis et al., 1992).
Physical health status was assessed by means
of chronic illness rating scale (CIRS). Medical
diseases are categorized according to major bodily
systems: (1) cardiovascular; (2) respiratory; (3) gastrointestinal; (4) genitourinary; (5) musculo-skeletalintegumentary; (6) neuropsychiatric illness; and
(7) general. The burden of illness for each system is
rated along a dimension from 0 (No impairment
to organs/system) to 4 (Extremely severe impairment). Higher total CIRS score represents increasing
severity of impairment and urgency of medical
intervention. The total score is the sum of all bodily
system scores ranging from 0 to 52 (Parmelee et al.,
1995).
Neuroticism was assessed with a 10-item neurotic
subscale extracted from the 50-item set of International Personality Item Pool representation of the
Goldberg (1992) markers for the big-ﬁve factor structure. Respondent is asked to rate their answer on a
5-point scale ranging from 1 (very inaccurate) to 5
(very accurate as a description of you). The total score
ranges from 10 to 50, with higher scores indicating
higher tendency towards neuroticism (R. Goldberg,
1992; Goldberg et al., 2006).
Socio-demographics including age, years of education, gender (male/ female), family history of
dementia (yes/ no), marital status (married/ not
married), and living arrangement (living alone/ living with family) were adjusted during analysis.

Statistical Analysis
Cognitive performance was determined with a global
composite z-score that derived from CMMSE, delayed recall and CVFT. For each cognitive test, a raw
score was standardized into z-score by using the mean
and standard deviation of an age and education
matched norms (Lam et al., 2008). A global composite z-score was the sum of the three individual
z-scores. Higher score represents better cognitive
performance. The three cognitive tests were chosen
as a composite measure on cognitive performance,
because each representing a speciﬁc cognitive domain
that shown to have high sensitivity to the trajectory
of decline and predictability of dementia progress in
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a local population based longitudinal observational
study (Wong et al., 2013)
Bivariate correlation was used to check the relationship between sociodemographic variables with
loneliness, and with social networks. To investigate
the interaction effect on cognitive function, loneliness, and several types of network size were mean
centered. Interaction terms were computed using
the products of the centered loneliness score and
the respective types of centered social network
size. The interaction of loneliness and social network size on cognitive performance was examined
based on linear regression analysis. Similar analysis was repeated for conﬁding and non-conﬁding
networks. Socio-demographic characteristics, physical burdens, mental health and depression were
adjusted as potential confounders in all models. All
statistical analyses were conducted using IBM
SPSS Statistics 22. The signiﬁcant level was set to
p<0.05.

Results
Sample characteristics
A sample of 497 older adults with a CDR rating
of 0 was interviewed. The mean age was 68.7 (SD =
6.35) years, and 54.7% (N = 268) of the sample
were female. The mean years of education was
10.01 (SD = 4.68) years. Socio-demographic, clinical, social, and psychological characteristics among
the four groups are reported in Table 1.
Interaction with social network type
Three models were tested with linear regression for
signiﬁcant interaction between loneliness and social
network size on cognitive functioning. The ﬁrst one
tested for signiﬁcant interaction between loneliness
and the total network size on cognitive performance.
The second and the third ones tested for interaction
with conﬁding and non-conﬁding networks size
respectively. All three models were controlled sociodemographics, mental, physical illness, and other
psychological variables.
Linear regression showed that there was signiﬁcant
interaction between loneliness and non-conﬁding networks size (B = .002, β = .092, t = 2.099, p = .036).
However, no signiﬁcant interaction effect with total
network size (B = .002, β = .083, t = 1.870, p = .062)
and conﬁding network size network (B = -.001,
β = -.010, t = -.165, p = .869) on cognitive functioning. Interaction effect of loneliness and types of social
network on cognitive performance was shown in
Table 2.
Further investigation was done on the type of
relationship within a non-conﬁding network. Linear
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Table 1. Sociodemographic and clinical features of
cognitively normal older adults (N = 497)
MEAN

SD

...........................................................................................................................................................

Sociodemographics
Age
Female, %
Education years
Married, %
Living alone, %
Physical health
CIRS
Family history of mental illness, %
Family history of dementia, %
Mental health
CISR
Cognitive performance
Composite z score
CMMSE
Categorical verbal fluency test
Delayed recall
Social variables
Total network size
Confiding network size
Non-confiding network size
Psychological variables
Loneliness
Neuroticism
Satisfactory with life scale

68.7
54.9
10.0
68.0
20.5

6.3
–
4.7
–
–

4.3
12.7
15.8

2.5
–
–

3.6

5.9

2.2
0.7
1.1
0.4

1.9
0.7
1.1
0.8

41.6
5.2
36.4

33.6
6.7
31.5

3.4
24.4
24.4

2.9
6.7
6.4

CIRS = Chronic Illness Rating Scale; CISR = Revised Clinical
Interview Schedule; CMMSE = Cantonese version of Mini Mental
State Examination.

regression analysis showed that there was signiﬁcant
interaction between loneliness and the number
of family members in the non-conﬁding networks
(B = .021, β = .119, t = 2.775, p = .006), while no
signiﬁcant effect was found for number of friends in
the non-conﬁding networks (B = .002, β = .078,
t = 1.790, p = .074). Interaction between loneliness and types of non-conﬁding networks on cognitive performance was shown in Table 3. To better
illustrate the interaction effect, Figure 1 plotted the
cognitive composite score as a function of groups
formed by using median splits of number of family
members in the non-conﬁding network (six members) for participants with different levels of loneliness: low level of loneliness (25th percentile: a score of
3 or below), medium level (50th percentile: score
ranging from 4 to 8), and high level (75th percentile:
a score of 9 or above). The change in cognitive
function across a non-conﬁding family network size
was more pronounced for older adults with a low to
medium level of loneliness. Older adults with the
highest level of loneliness had the poorest cognitive
score regardless of the non-conﬁding family network size.

Discussion
This study explored the interaction effect between loneliness and a social network in relation to
cognitive functioning in cognitively healthy older
adults. Our ﬁndings showed a signiﬁcant interaction
between loneliness and a non-conﬁding network
in relation to cognitive function, after controlling
socio-demographic characteristics, mental distress,
physical burdens, psychological factors, and depression. More speciﬁcally, our ﬁndings showed a signiﬁcant interaction effect between loneliness and the
number of family members in the non-conﬁding
network in relation to cognitive function.
Consistent with previous studies, our ﬁndings
suggested that a high level of loneliness might be
a risk factor of having low cognitive functioning on
one hand and a small social network on the other
hand. However, there was no interaction between
loneliness and the total network size on cognition. It
might be that the total network size is a broad
inclusion of everyone in the social circle. It provided
little information on the quality of relationships.
A small network size was not necessarily worse
than a large one. Thus, it is not speciﬁc enough
to reﬂect interaction with loneliness in affecting
cognitive functioning in older adults. Evidence
from a recent longitudinal study in Netherland
also found that loneliness rather than social isolation
predicted heightened risk of AD (Holwerda et al.,
2014). Therefore, a small social network alone could
not fully explain why lonely older adults were associated with a higher risk of having low cognitive
functioning. This interpretation seemed to make
sense, because there were individuals who lived a
solitary life but did not feel lonely, and conversely,
there were individuals who lived a rich social life
and still felt lonely. It was suspected that loneliness
might derive from social features other than the
size of social network. Indeed, previous works
examining the relation between social network
and dementia found that number of close social
tie, social supports, or frequency of contacts was
associated with the incident rate (Bassuk et al., 1999;
Fratiglioni et al., 2000; Saczynski et al., 2006;
Seeman et al., 2001). Together with our results,
these studies suggested that loneliness might be
linked to other features of a social networks, such
as close ties, that contributed to heightened risk of
having low cognitive functioning in non-demented
older adults.
Unlike previous studies emphasized on increasing social network size as a protective factor for
cognitive performance in older adults, our ﬁndings
demonstrated the importance of inspecting the type
of social network that might matter to the social life
and cognitive health in older adults. It suggested that
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MODEL
B

(SE)

β

1

MODEL
T

P - VA L U E

B

(SE)

β

2

MODEL
T

P - VA L U E

B

(SE)

β

3
T

P - VA L U E

...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Loneliness
Total
network
Total
network x
Loneliness
CF
CF x
Loneliness
NCF
NCF x
Loneliness

−.105 (.034)
.007 (.002)

−.165
.126

−3.102
2.819

.002
.005

−.120 (.036)
–

−.188
–

−3.362
–

.001
–

−.109 (.034)
–

−.171
–

−3.233
–

.001
–

.002 (.001)

.083

1.870

.062

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

.015 (.018)
−.001 (.006)

.054
−.010

.850
−.165

.396
.869

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

Model 1 tested for signiﬁcant interaction of loneliness and total social network on cognitive performance.
Model 2 tested for signiﬁcant interaction of loneliness and conﬁding network on cognitive performance.
Model 3 tested for signiﬁcant interaction of loneliness and non-conﬁding network on cognitive performance.
All models adjusted for education year, marital status, living alone, physical burdens, mental health, neuroticism, and depression.
CF = Conﬁding Network; NCF = Non-Conﬁding Network.

.007 (.003)
.002 (.001)

.117
.092

2.649
2.099

.008
.036
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Table 3. Interaction of loneliness and various types of non-confiding network size on cognitive performance in
non-demented older adults
MODEL
B

1

β

(SE)

MODEL
T

P - VA L U E

B

(SE)

2

β

T

P - VA L U E

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Loneliness
NCFfam
NCFfam x
Loneliness
NCFfrd
NCFfrd x
Loneliness

−.127 (.033)
−.036 (.022)
.021 (.008)

−.199
−.071
.119

−3.840
−1.660
2.775

<.001
0.98
.006

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

−.111 (.034)
–
–

−.174
–
–

−3.301
–
–

.001
–
–

.007 (.003)
.002 (.001)

.126
.078

2.837
1.790

.005
.074

Model 1 tested for signiﬁcant interaction of loneliness and non-conﬁding family network (NCFfam) on cognitive performance.
Model 2 tested for signiﬁcant interaction of loneliness and non-conﬁding friends network (NCFfrd) on cognitive performance.
All models adjusted for education year, marital status, living alone, physical burdens, mental health, neuroticism and depression.

Low level of loneliness: 25th percentile (a loneliness score of 3 or below)
Medium level: 50th percentile with a score ranging from 4 to 8
High level (75th percentile: a score of 9 or above)

Figure 1. A plot of the cognitive composite score as a function of groups formed by median split of number of family members in the
non-conﬁding network (6 members) for participants with different levels of loneliness.

simply expanding an individual’s social network
might not be an effective method in maintaining
cognitive health in old age. Instead, our results
on interaction between loneliness and the nonconﬁding network size have prompted us to speculate the importance of looking at any estranged
relationship in one’s social network. Yet, it could be
precarious to equate a non-conﬁding network with
estrangement in this study, as many reasons could
contribute to non-conﬁding relationships. Besides,
we did not directly measure estranged relationships in this study. While our results only served to

provide a legitimate basis for hypothesis generation,
it remains interesting to explore if the unsatisfactory
subjective feeling of loneliness would come from
some unresolved conﬂicts or alienation in family
relationships, such as extramarital affairs or intergenerational communication breakdown. This would
help us to understand how older adults perceive
and prioritize their relationships. Therefore, our
ﬁndings suggest a logical conceptual model on how
family relationship interacts with loneliness in relation to cognitive function in older adults for future
testing.
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Several strengths were noted in this study. First,
the use of global cognitive standardized score has
captured the performance of episodic memory,
which often is found to be impaired in older adults
with cognitive impairment of Alzheimer’s type. Second, our analysis had control for a number of factors
including depression. Our results have enabled a
strong association between loneliness and a social
network with low cognitive functioning in nondemented older people. Third, a social network
represents a broad spectrum of social relationships
that are differed in degrees of intimacy. Our investigation on the size of various social network types has
allowed us to inspect both quantitative and qualitative features of a social network simultaneously. At
the same time, we could inspect relationships that
might affect one’s subjective feeling toward their
network.
However, interpretations of the ﬁndings must be
cautious and were subjected to two limitations of the
study design. Cross-sectional data does not allow
causal inference to be made on the hypothesized
interaction effect. It is yet to be elucidated whether
loneliness and network size are causes or consequences of cognitive impairment. As loneliness was
also commonly reported in cognitively impaired
older adults (Yu et al., 2016), it was possible that
loneliness and a small social network might be the
signs of cognitive decline or precipitating factors of
underlying neurodegenerative process. A recent
novel study found that higher cortical amyloid burden was associated with loneliness in normal healthy
older adults, suggesting that loneliness might be an
early sign of neurodegenerative disorders and should
receive clinical attention (Donovan et al., 2016).
Second, it is difﬁcult to assess the strength of the
association based on the small beta coefﬁcient on the
interaction, as it might reﬂect that both predictors
have a lot in common in explaining an individual’s
relationship. Therefore, the main effects of each
independent variable could be useful to interpret
whether network size or loneliness is more important
for cognitive function. Third, we did not measure
other features of social networks, such as frequency
of contacts and social supports. These features
should be examined simultaneously in future studies. Last but not the least, our study was conducted
in a Chinese population that has a long tradition
in emphasizing integrity of family union. It was
possible that the results were reﬂecting cultural
values treasuring by the Chinese community. Future
studies might consider repeating the study to see if
the result is reproducible in Western countries.
Based on this preliminary result, we have identiﬁed the potential effect of family relationship on
loneliness in relation to cognitive function in older
adults. Although there is no direct evidence from our
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study on the effect of family estrangement on the
cost of mental health services, accumulating evidences already reported a range of negative health
outcomes of loneliness in old age. Therefore, it is
worth examination regarding how loneliness and
family relationship interact together to affect the
cost on mental health services in the long run. Since
loneliness might be due to lack of emotional supports from a trustable ﬁgure who the older adult
could talk to or share with, simply suggesting the
adoption of an active social life is not enough in
reducing loneliness. Instead, activities should focus
on how to identify the root of loneliness and address
the barriers to promote family ties or social integration. In the future, it might be worth examining why
there are older adults with small social networks but
do not feel lonely. There might be some characteristics in these people that are protective against
cognitive impairment.

Conclusion
This exploratory study has identiﬁed the potential
effect of family relationship on loneliness in relation to cognitive function in a community sample
of non-demented Chinese older adults. To assert
the speculation, more works, both cross-sectional
and longitudinal studies, are needed to rigorously
examine how loneliness and family relationships
interact together in relation to cognitive functioning.
Longitudinal studies would be able to track how
cognitive functioning changes in response to the
interaction between persistent loneliness and weak
bonding with signiﬁcant people over time. At the
same time, it might be useful to look for activities
that might strengthen family relationships in lonely
older adults, so to reduce the possible risk of cognitive impairments.
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